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Abstract
This paper employs the methodology of “constitutional political economy” to
examine the definition of citizenship, and the delineation of the rights that
accompany citizenship. The concepts developed are then applied to the question
of how rights and citizenship should be defined in the European Union. The
answer to this question is shown to depend on whether the Union is organized as a
federation or a confederation. The concepts developed are then used to critique
the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, and to question
whether this Charter should be made a part of a new European Union constitution.
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Two of the fundamental elements of any constitution are the definition of citizenship
for the polity, and the delineation of the set of rights that accompany citizenship.  These are
separate questions, although as we shall see, they raise similar issues, and thus will be treated
jointly in this essay.  The approach taken will be that of what has come to be called
“constitutional political economy.”  Namely, I shall analyze the properties of rights and
citizenship in the context of a society of rational, self-interested individuals who define a set
of rights and criteria for citizenship as part of a constitution written to advance their
collective interests.  The society in question in this case is the European Union, and so the
approach envisages an assembly of representatives of Europeans from the current EU
countries meeting to write a new constitution to govern their collective lives.
The nature of the questions addressed is such that there is no “bottom line” in the
sense of a list of specific rights and a definition of citizenship, which appear at the end of the
essay.  The goal is rather to identify the salient properties of rights and citizenship to serve as
a guide to a constitutional assembly, which would in fact have to make up such a list and
define the criteria for citizenship.  An important contribution of the essay is to highlight the
relationship between the structure of the European Union, in particular whether it is
organized as a federation or a confederation, and the characteristics of the set of rights and
definition of citizenship that should be chosen.
Sections I and II are concerned with the definition of citizenship.  Here the focus is on
the right or privilege of voting.  What criteria should a constitution establish for allowing a
person to vote?  Section I takes up the question in the abstract, Section II discusses the issue
in the context of the EU.2
Sections III and IV are concerned with rights.  Once again the first of these examines
the general characteristics of rights, the second applies the analysis to the EU.  In Section V
the concept of rights presented here is used to discuss some of the issues raised by the
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and the Charter
of Fundamental Rights of the European Union.  The final section of the paper draws some
conclusions, and discusses the relevance of the discussion for the deliberations of the




To begin, let us imagine a group of people living on Utopia, an isolated island in the
Blissful Ocean.  They have decided to create a state.  The potential set of citizens is thus
easily identified as all individuals currently living on the island.
A. Optimal Citizenship with Homogeneous Preferences
Consider first the case in which every individual on the island has the same
preference function and income.  The purpose in forming a state is to provide a single, lumpy
public good, G.  Since all potential citizens have the same preference functions, they realize
that the optimal provision of the public good will involve equal tax shares.  In the absence of
crowding, each citizen’s share of the public good’s cost falls as the size of the polity
increases, and its optimal size is infinity. Utopia is a small island, however, and therefore the
possibility of crowding must be taken into account.  Let each citizen’s utility, U, be written as
a function of her private good consumption, X, the public good, and the size of the polity, n.
U = U(X, G, n)                                                                                                          (1)3
Since all individuals pay the same fraction of the public good’s costs, we can define the
prices of the public and private good to make X = G/n.  Using this expression to replace X in
(1) and maximizing with respect to n and G yields






Utopians maximize their expected utilities by limiting the population’s size so that the
marginal gain from adding another person to the island in terms of a reduced share of the
public good’s cost just equals the marginal cost from increased crowding caused by this
person. 
If the n satisfying (2) is less than the population of the island, then the task of
individuals at the constitutional stage is simple.  All current residents are made citizens. 
Moreover, it will be in the interests of the current residents to allow immigration up until the
optimal-sized community is reached.  The situation is potentially more complicated, when the
optimal population size for Utopia is less than its current level.  
One possibility here would be to make all current residents citizens, and allow free
emigration.  If other islands like Utopia exist upon which the population size is less than
optimal, Utopians will have an incentive to migrate to them up until the point where the
population of Utopia is optimal.
A second possibility is that no such attractive options for emigration exist.  Utopians
will then have no other option than to make everyone a citizen, prohibit immigration, and
perhaps take additional steps to reduce the population of Utopia by discouraging births or
encouraging emigration.4
B. Optimal Citizenship with Heterogeneous Preferences
Consider now the consequences of citizens having different preferences.  Let there be
two groups, the Blues and the Greens.  The sole public good to be provided is a highway
across the island, whose cost will be shared equally by members of both groups.  It is
technologically infeasible once the highway is built to prevent members of either group from
using it.  Blues favor a high quality, four-lane highway, which will allow high-speed driving
with minimal delays.  Greens favor a low quality, two-lane highway, which will cause low-
speed driving with many delays.  Looking forward into the post-constitutional stage both
groups can see that if everyone on the island is made a citizen, the outcome of the political
process will be a compromise in which some parts of the highway have four lanes, and other
parts only two.  Both groups can expect higher utilities if they are free to construct the
highway as they prefer.  It will not make sense for the Greens to construct a two-lane
highway alongside of a four-lane one.  Knowing this, the Blues have an incentive to form the
state by themselves, that is to define citizenship for Blues only, and build a four-lane
highway.  This is obviously true if individuals at the constitutional stage know whether they
will be Blues or Greens in the post-constitutional stage.  But it is also possible that all
Utopians unanimously agree to form a state in which only Blues have citizenship from
behind the veil of ignorance.  A sufficient condition for such a unanimous agreement would
be, for example, that the Blues be in the majority and the utility gain for each Blue from
choosing the type of highway equals the loss to each Green.
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If the Blues are in the majority they could achieve the same outcome by granting
Greens citizenship, and simultaneously selecting the simple majority rule as the voting rule to
be used for making collective decisions in the post-constitutional stage.  Here we have
reached an important result.  For the majority group, the definition of citizenship and the5
choice of voting rule may be substitutes.  A group with an absolute majority of the population
can ensure that it dictates all outcomes in the post-constitutional stage either by excluding
members of the other group(s) from citizenship, or by choosing a voting rule requiring a
majority below that which they have, as say, a simple majority.  Buchanan and Tullock
(1962) introduced the concept of external costs of collective decision making and used it to
define the optimal voting rule from the point of view of citizens at the constitutional stage.  In
our example, inclusion of the Greens in the collective decision process creates a negative
externality for the Blues, an externality that they can eliminate either by excluding the Greens
from the collective decisionmaking process entirely, or by effectively excluding them
through the choice of a voting rule.
The same two options do not exist for a minority group.  If the Greens constitute 35
percent of the population, they cannot dictate outcomes in the post-constitutional stage by
choosing a one-third majority rule at the constitutional stage, for the Blues would easily
satisfy this requirement. The Greens can ensure that their most-preferred options win only by
creating a state in which only they have the right to decide for the combined community.
3
Although limiting citizenship to only certain groups is a possible outcome of the
constitutional process, when individuals have heterogeneous preferences, it is of course not
an inevitable one.  The possibility exists that both groups obtain citizenship and compromises
emerge out of post-constitutional politics, when individuals define citizenship from behind
the veil of ignorance.  The likelihood of this happening increases if we expand the number of
post-constitutional collective choices and allow for more groups, so that every group has a
chance of being part of the majority on some future issues.  Although such assumptions
increase the likelihood of inclusive definitions of citizenship, they do not guarantee it, when
individuals choose definitions of citizenship that maximize their expected utility.  With6
sufficient preference heterogeneity, the expected utility of an individual at the constitutional
stage will be maximized – even from behind the veil of ignorance – by excluding some
groups from affecting future collective choices.  This can always be accomplished by
excluding these groups from citizenship.  When these groups constitute a minority of the
population, they can be effectively excluded even when granted citizenship, by choosing the
simple majority rule as the community’s voting rule.
C. Optimal Citizenship with Heterogeneous Preferences and Separated Communities
Imagine now a second island, Polyana, not too far from Utopia.  All Utopians have
identical preferences for public and private goods as do all Polyanians, but the preferences of
the two groups differ from one another.  In addition to the public goods that each island can
supply to itself, a set of public goods exists that could benefit both islands, if jointly supplied
to them.  The citizens of both islands contemplate forming a larger polity – the United
Islands – to provide the public goods that would benefit both.  
Obviously both Utopians and Polyanians will have to be citizens in this new polity if
it forms.  Neither group would agree to join a community in which they were obligated to pay
taxes for a public good, but were denied the opportunity to help determine its quantity and
their tax shares.  If the United Islands comes into existence both groups will have to have
citizenship and be represented in the assembly that makes decisions for the new polity.
Equally obviously, the voting rule used in this assembly cannot be the simple
majority rule.  If the assembly were formed by parties competing for votes across the two
islands, and seats in the assembly were allocated according to the number of votes each party
received, then two parties would take seats in the assembly – a Utopian Party and a Polyanian
Party.  If Utopia had the largest population, it would win a majority of seats in the assembly7
and could dictate the choice of public goods and tax shares under the simple majority rule. 
Citizens on Polyana would never agree to the use of the simple majority rule in the assembly,
if they wished to maximize their expected gains from membership in the new state.  If Utopia
has " fraction of the population of the two islands, then any voting rule requiring more than "
fraction of the votes in the assembly would require an agreement between both parties to
reach a decision.  De facto such a voting rule would be equivalent to the unanimity rule, and
it would cost the two islands nothing as against requiring a majority greater than ", if they
wrote this voting rule into their constitutions.
With all citizens of Utopia having identical preferences, they could be optimally
represented by sending a single person to the representative assembly, as could all
Polyanians under the assumption that they have homogeneous preferences.  In this situation,
the new state could be optimally constituted as a confederation of the two island communities
with the elected governments of each island sending delegations to an assembly that would
make decisions for the greater polity under the unanimity rule.  
As noted, the citizens of either island would only agree to join the larger polity if they
were granted citizenship in it.  What citizenship rights should exist in this new polity with
respect to the two island polities?  If a Polyanian migrates to Utopia should she both retain
her citizenship in the United Islands and be able to take up citizenship and vote in Utopia?
Under the assumptions that we have made about the preferences of the two groups,
the answer to this question is not necessarily yes.  If migrants from the other island are
allowed to vote in local elections, and their votes affect the collective decisions made, costs
will be imposed on the island receiving migrants.  There may also be offsetting benefits, of
course, as for example, if an island’s population is less than optimal size.  But, when a
confederation is the optimal political structure for joining groups of geographically separated8
people with heterogeneous preferences, the presumption must be that migration will entail
costs, and each lower level polity may find it optimal to minimize these costs by not granting
migrants from other parts of the confederation voting rights in their polity.
D. Optimal Citizenship with Dispersed Populations and Heterogeneous Preferences 
Imagine now that Polyana and Utopia both contain mixtures of Blues and Greens,
with each group as before having identical preferences that differ from those of the other
group.  Now it would not be possible to select a single person from one island who could
accurately represent all of its citizens, and a confederation of the two islands may also no
longer be optimal.  If the government of Utopia is controlled by the Blues, then they would
presumably send a delegation to the United Islands’ assembly that only represented Blues. 
The Greens on Utopia  would be unrepresented in the larger polity.  In this situation having
parties compete for votes across the two islands should produce an assembly in which the
Greens and Blues would be represented in proportion to their numbers on the two islands.
Assuming that there are some public goods that benefit only the residents on a single
island, a federalist political structure is likely to be optimal in this situation.  Each island’s
government makes collective decisions for the island’s residents, and an assembly
representing citizens across the two islands makes decisions for the larger polity.  In such a
federalist system, the presumption would be in favor of allowing migrants to take up full
citizenship on either island if they move, since Blues and Greens are found on both islands
and each must have chosen political institutions to accommodate this heterogeneity.9
II. Citizenship in the European Union
A. The Costs of Under- and Overcrowding
 The costs of under- and overcrowding must be viewed in two contexts: (1) migration
into and out of the EU, and (2) migration within the EU.  
The prognosis for all EU countries is for steadily aging and declining populations. 
Immigration is one possible way to partly offset the negative effects of these demographic
changes.  Thinking only in terms of population size would suggest that the EU adopt a fairly
liberal policy with respect to allowing immigration and granting citizenship.
4  Indeed, when
one only contemplates the demographics, one might entertain the notion of introducing
policies that discourage emigration, particularly by young people.  Such policies do not
directly raise issues of citizenship, however, but fall rather under the heading of rights.
A knottier question is raised by migration within the EU.  A resident of A who
contemplates moving to B considers only her expected future utility levels in the two
communities.  If she acts rationally and selfishly, she ignores any externalities caused by her
migration.  A consequence of this is that communities, which are particularly attractive
places to live and work are likely to attract more than the optimal number of migrants,
unattractive communities are likely to suffer from excessive emigration.  These problems
raise questions both with respect to the rights of citizens to freely move about, and with
respect to citizenship itself.
The nature of these questions can be seen by considering the following questions. 
Who owns the Riviera?  All Europeans?  The French and Italians?  Only those holding
property there?
One might argue that it belongs to everyone in Europe, on the grounds that one’s
place of birth is determined by chance, and someone lucky enough to be born in southern10
France has no more right to the Riviera than someone born on a remote island off the coast of
Scotland.  To argue otherwise would be to say that the Scot is condemned by birth to a life of
toil and hardship, while the Frenchman is entitled to a life of comparative bliss.  Accepting
the proposition that the Riviera belongs to all Europeans would not imply, however, that all
Europeans can move to the Riviera.  The costs of congestion remain and an optimal set of
policies is going to include measures that discourage people from migrating from Scotland to
the Riviera.  Claiming that the Riviera belongs to all Europeans will affect the nature of these
policies, however.  If every European has an equal claim to utility arising from one’s place of
residence, then the optimal policies to discourage excess migration to the Riviera will involve
taxes on those living on the Riviera and perhaps subsidies to those living in places like
northern Scotland.  
If, on the other hand, the Riviera belongs to those who are now there, then the optimal
set of policies to discourage immigration will involve taxes on the migrants.  Current
residents are then entitled to permanently higher welfare levels than people born into less
attractive environments.
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Does a person born and raised in Venice think of herself first of all as a Venetian, as
an Italian, or as a European?  If one of the former, she is probably going to feel that she is
entitled to introduce taxes and regulations that “keep Venice for the Venetians.”  More
generally, the answers to these questions have implications for how readily people should be
allowed to take up residence and citizenship within the European Union.
B. The Costs of Heterogeneity
The EU has been created and evolved as a result of a series of agreements among
representatives of the member countries.  Its history has been one of a confederation,11
therefore, and it operates today more as a confederation than as a federation.  The major
decisions regarding EU expansion, the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), and so on are
made by representatives of the current governments of the EU members, as befits a
confederation.  If we are to assume that this political structure is the optimal one for the EU,
then it follows from the discussion of the previous section that the preferences of EU citizens
must be homogeneous with respect to EU-wide policies within a given country and
heterogeneous across them.
6  With such a distribution of preferences, there are likely to be
substantial costs from the migration of individuals across countries, if migrants are allowed to
take up citizenship fairly soon after arriving in a different country.  By extension, serious
costs would be imposed on citizens of the current member countries, if the citizens of new
entrants into the EU were allowed to freely migrate into existing member countries and to
take up citizenship there.
These considerations imply that the provisions regarding citizenship in the Draft of
Article 7 of the Constitutional Treaty
7 could impose costs on member countries. The second
entry of Article 7 reads
Citizens of the Union shall enjoy ... the right to move and reside freely within
the territory of the Member States; [and] the right to vote and to stand as a
candidate ... in municipal elections in their Member State of residence under
the same conditions as nationals of that State.
If the Union’s optimal structure is that of a confederation, then allowing immigrants from
other EU countries to vote in municipal elections would increase the heterogeneity of the
electorate in these elections, worsening the outcomes for local citizens.  The force of this
provision is, of course, reduced by limiting it to municipal elections, since in most member
countries municipal elections are of little consequence, but one expects that the Article would
eventually lead to voting rights at the national level in their country of residence for all EU
citizens.12
On the other hand, it might be the case that preferences are heterogeneous regarding
EU-wide policies within each country.  People opposed to the CAP exist in every country, as
do its supporters.  An advocate of a strong EU-foreign policy is as likely to be found in
Denmark as in Portugal.  If this assumption more accurately describes the distribution of
preferences regarding EU-wide policies, then the free migration of individuals may actually
improve political outcomes at the national and local levels of government by allowing
individuals to resort themselves into communities of more homogeneous tastes.
8  A second
implication of such a distribution of individual preferences would be that the EU’s decision-
making structure is poorly designed.  Decision-making power should reside with the
European Parliament not the Council or Commission, and the Parliament’s membership
should be determined in elections across the entire EU and not just within each member
country.
9  Thus, we conclude that the assumptions one makes about the distribution of
preferences across the EU have important implications for both the definitions of citizenship
within each country and whether the EU would be best structured as a federation or a
confederation.
III. The Nature of Constitutional Rights
Among the many elements that must go into a constitution is a voting rule to be used
for making future collective decisions.  Although the unanimity rule would ensure that no
future collective action would harm any citizen, the decision-making costs associated with it
argue against it.  Some qualified majority rule of less than unanimity is likely to be optimal
for many decisions.
Now consider the decision calculus of an individual at the constitutional convention. 
She must look into the future and envisage all of the possible issues that might come up and13
then decide on the optimal voting rule for each.  Given the uncertainties at the constitutional
stage this is an impossible task.  It is, however, reasonable to assume that an individual at the
constitutional stage can envisage broad categories of issues and choose a voting rule for
deciding these.  On any particular issue, a citizen will be on either the winning or the losing
side.  Let s be her gain if she is on the winning side, and u(s) her utility from this gain.  Let t
be her loss if she is on the losing side, and v(t) her utility loss.  The probability that she is on
the winning side, p(m), is an increasing function of the required majority to pass an issue, m,
reaching a maximum of 1.0 under the unanimity rule.
10  An individual at the constitutional
stage would then maximize her expected utility by balancing the gains from increasing the
required majority and thus her chances of being on the winning side of an issue against the
increased decision-making costs accompanying a rise in m.  It is reasonable to assume that
these decision-making costs, d(m), not only increase with m, but increase at an increasing rate
(dN(m) > 0, and dO(m) > 0).  An individual’s expected gain from a future collective decision
can then be written as 
G = p(m)u(s) - [1 - p(m)]v(t) - d(m)                                                                            (3)
Maximizing (3) with respect to m yields
pN (m)[u(s) + v(t)] = dN (m)                                                                                         (4)
as a first-order condition.  The left-hand-side of (4) is the marginal gain from increasing the
required majority and thereby reducing the chance of being on the losing side, the right-hand-
side is the marginal cost of increasing m and thereby increasing decision-making costs.
Different types of collective decisions will have different gain and loss functions. To
get more of a handle on which voting rule is optimal for which types of decisions, we need to
assume something about these gains and losses.  A simple way to approach this issue is to













winner, t = bs, b > 0.  It is then easy to show that the majority satisfying (4), m*, increases
with b.  Some possibilities are illustrated in Figure 1.  To the left of m = 0.5, the outcome
under a qualified majority rule is undefined as mutually inconsistent proposals can win, and
so the dN (m) curve has only been drawn starting at m = 0.5.  For many categories of decisions
the marginal gains lines are likely to resemble g1 and g2, and the simple majority rule will be
optimal.  For a high value of b, however, the marginal gains curve will look like g3, and some
qualified majority greater than 0.5 will be optimal.  When the expected loss to the loser under
a collective decision becomes very large relative to the gain to a winner, the marginal gains
curve looks like g4, and the unanimity rule becomes optimal.
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Consider first the simple action of wiggling one’s toes.  This action carries with it a
small gain for the actor, and does no harm to anyone else.  If the community had to vote on15
whether a person wishing to undertake this action should be allowed to do so or not, the
simple majority rule would certainly be the optimal rule, and one assumes any proposal to
allow someone to wiggle their toes would achieve the required majority, as no one has an
incentive to vote against such a proposal.  There are an infinite number of such actions giving
a small utility gain to the actor at no loss to the community (wiggling one’s ears, scratching
one’s toe, etc.), and thus the transaction costs of voting on all of them would be immense. 
Citizens at the constitutional convention would minimize future decision-making costs by
allowing individuals to undertake any action that is not specifically prohibited.
When an action creates a negative externality, like say burning trash in an urban area,
the community will want to be able to prohibit it, and thus the optimal constitution will allow
future collective decisions to prohibit certain actions creating negative externalities.  Trash
burning might fall into the category of actions for which the simple majority rule is optimal.
Now consider the action of practicing one’s religion.  Religions often require their
members to wear certain clothing, refrain from eating certain foods, or undertake other
actions that, for whatever reasons, irritate some people in the community – that is religious
practices sometimes create negative externalities.  As such one must anticipate that at some
time a majority of the community might choose to prohibit a religious practice of a minority,
if this were possible under the simple majority rule.  Such a collective action might be
expected to impose a large loss in welfare on members of the religious minority, however.  If
the externality caused by the religious practice were modest, the characteristics of this
collective action would fit those for which the unanimity rule is optimal.  If all citizens at the
constitutional stage perceived the loss from being prevented from practicing one’s religion as
very large relative to any loss to those experiencing a negative externality from this practice,
and they were uncertain over whether they would be in the religious minority subject to a16
future prohibition, all citizens might well vote to protect the freedom to practice one’s
religion by requiring that any prohibitions of religious practices obtain the unanimous
support of the community.
If those experiencing a loss of utility from a minority’s religious practices were a
large enough and rich enough group, they might be able to offer members of the minority a
sufficiently large bribe that they would willingly give up the practice in question and a ban
would pass even under the unanimity rule.  But if the constitution drafters were correct in
choosing religious practices as a set of actions to be prohibited only with unanimous
agreement, i.e., the loss to those prevented from acting is very large relative to the externality
it causes, any bribes offered are unlikely to be large enough to produce unanimity.  When
placing bans on religious practices under the protection of the unanimity rule, therefore, the
constitution framers must anticipate that much time and energy will be wasted in future idle
debates and votes on proposals to ban certain religious practices that in the end fail to achieve
unanimity.  Realizing this, the constitution framers can economize on future decision-making
costs by placing a right to practice a religion into the constitution, whereby a constitutional
right is defined as a prohibition against any person or group of persons – including the entire
community – interfering with an individual’s freedom to undertake the protected action.
Three features of constitutional rights under this theory need to be noted.  First,
explicit rights will be defined only for actions capable of generating sufficiently strong
negative externalities to elicit efforts by some members of the community to restrict them. 
Even if wiggling one’s toes gives great enjoyment, no constitutional protection in the form of
an explicit right to act will be afforded, if it is unlikely that this action will ever generate a
negative externality.   Even actions that provide considerable benefits for the actor need not
be protected, if they are not expected to be challenged.  17
Second, there is an inherent tension between constitutional rights and the normative
principles justifying majoritarian democracy.  When the institutions of explicitly defined
rights and the simple majority rule are both found in a constitution to deal with situations
where individual interests conflict, these situations should differ dramatically in the
perceived losses imposed on the different sides from curtailing the action.  The simple
majority rule is optimal for resolving a negative externality, when an individual at the
constitutional stage expects the utility gain from undertaking the action to equal the loss it
causes. Rights are defined precisely where the simple majority rule is not optimal, because
the expected gains and losses from a ban are dramatically different, and the constitution
framers wish to preclude its use.  Because rights will be defined only when significant losses
are expected for those prevented from acting relative to the losses imposed on others,
disputes over rights are likely to be emotionally charged, as they pit a perhaps substantial
majority that feels harmed by the action against an intense minority that benefits from it.
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Third, the kinds of constitutional rights defined by this theory are inherently relative,
and thus they differ from many other definitions of rights, which see them as being absolute
in some meaningful sense.  In a community in which everyone is a member of the same
religion, it may not occur to anyone that someone would ever challenge practicing this
religion, and the constitution may, therefore, not explicitly protect religious freedom.  If a
country has suffered greatly under the dictatorial rule of a political party, it may choose after
the dictatorship falls to ban the party and any books that defend this party or promote its
ideology.  In another country, which has never suffered under a dictatorship, such bans might
be precluded by a constitutional right to “free speech.”  The nature of the actions explicitly
protected as constitutional rights should vary across communities depending upon their own
particular histories, the preferences (values) of their citizens, and their expectations of the18
future benefits and costs of allowing the actions.
IV. Defining Rights in the European Union
There are essentially three questions that must be addressed with respect to rights
within the EU.  (1) Should there be rights defined at the European Union level?  (2) If the
answer to this question is yes, should they be the only rights in the EU or should member
countries also be free to define their own sets of rights?  (3) If rights are defined at both
levels, to what extent should it be possible for EU-level rights to “trump” member country
rights?
Rights are of importance only in communities with heterogeneous interests.  A right
to free speech becomes important only when there is disagreement among members of a
community over what books should be allowed to be printed.  The answers to our three
questions depend once again upon the assumptions we make regarding the distribution of
preferences across the EU and the nature of these preferences.  
Assume to begin that the distribution of individual preferences across the EU is such
as to justify a confederate structure for the EU – preferences are homogeneous within each
country and differ across countries on at least some issues.  It follows from the above
discussion that individual member countries will wish to define different sets of rights.  The
answer to our second question is definitely yes, and the answer to the first is likely to be no. 
Consider, for example, rights involving habeas corpus protections.  Such rights can be
defended by the logic defined in the previous section, if at the time a constitution is written
all citizens believe that a person held in jail without being charged and convicted of having
committed a specific crime suffers a great loss relative to any possible negative externality
that his release would impose on the rest of the community.  The latter condition would19
require that the probability that this person would commit a crime if released would be
relatively small, and the severity of any crime he committed would also be small.  Now
suppose that country X contains a small terrorist group, which has for many years kidnaped
and killed innocent citizens. In this country, the conditions needed to justify a right to be
quickly charged and convicted of a crime to be held in prison may not be fulfilled.  From
behind a veil of ignorance all citizens may agree that the government should be allowed
under certain circumstances, as say following several terrorist attacks, to arrest and detain
suspected terrorists without charging them with particular crimes.  Quite obviously in county
Y, where no history of terrorism exists, citizens may feel quite differently and the constitution
will contain a clause guaranteeing strong writ of habeas corpus protection.  When
preferences and circumstances differ across communities, no single set of rights is likely to
be optimal for all.
It is of course possible with respect to a particular right that all citizens in all EU
countries have the same preferences, even though they differ with respect to other rights
issues.  Even this situation does not require that the right in question be defined at the EU
level rather than at the nation state level.  Each member country can simply place the
particular right in question into its own constitution, and all member country constitutions
will be identical with respect to this right.  This option is superior to defining a right at the
EU level, given the assumption that preferences can differ across countries, because a time
may come when the citizens of a country wish to redefine a particular right, and this would
not be possible if it is defined at the EU level.  Suppose, for example, that at one point in time
citizens in each EU country decide to protect a person’s “right to life” by prohibiting capital
punishment.  Following a series of terrorist assassinations, the citizens of X reach the
conclusion that their right to life would be better protected, if capital punishment were20
introduced for terrorist acts of murder.  Even if one believes that the citizens of X are
misguided in their judgements about the deterrence effects of capital punishment, it does not
seem justifiable that citizens in Y and Z, where terrorism is not a problem, should be able to
prevent citizens in X from changing their constitution in a way that they believe will be to
their benefit.
Constitutional rights at the EU level can be defended using the theory of rights
outlined above, if we assume that individual preferences are distributed across Europe in such
a way as to make a federalist structure optimal.  Consider, for example, the right to practice a
religion.  Catholics are spread across Europe as are Protestants, Jews and members of other
religions.  Every European is aware that religious minorities have been discriminated against
in the past, and can contemplate such discrimination in the future.  There are two sets of
assumptions under which this knowledge might lead a European to want to see a religious
freedom right defined, and to prefer that it be defined at the EU level rather than in the
country of which she is a citizen.
Assumption number one is that our European is sufficiently mobile that she can well
imagine living in almost any of the EU countries sometime in the future.  Today she lives in
Y where a majority of the citizens practice the same religion as she does, but tomorrow she
may be living in Z where her religion is in the minority, and she does not want to run the
danger of religious persecution.  Thus, EU-wide rights can be optimal when citizens with
particular sets of preferences can be found across all of Europe, and Europeans are
sufficiently mobile that they can imagine being in the minority at some future point in time.
13
While the first rationalization of EU-wide rights rests on the assumption of real
uncertainty about future positions, the second rests on the assumption of artificially imposed
uncertainty.  When contemplating what actions should receive rights protection, the21
European citizen steps behind a Rawlsian veil of ignorance and contemplates being a citizen
of every other country.  She does this not because she realistically expects to reside in
another country, but as an ethical act.  She contemplates being in the religious majority and
being in a religious minority and wishes to protect people in the latter situation regardless of
where they might live.  
For this chain of reasoning to justify an EU-wide right, the European when she steps
behind the veil of ignorance must contemplate being any other European and not just any
other citizen of her nation state.  Behind the veil of ignorance her answer to the question,
“what are you?” must be “a European” and not “an Italian” or “a Venetian.”
14  The ethical
European identifies first of all not with people of her nationality, but with all Europeans. 
If either of these justifications for the existence of EU-level rights is accepted, so that
the answer to the first question posed above becomes “yes,” then the answer to the third
question also is yes.  The only justification for defining rights at the EU level is to be able to
“trump” national and local majorities that may try to tyrannize over minorities in particular
contexts.
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V. Citizen Rights within the European Union
Before closing this paper, we shall pause to examine the situation as it pertains to
citizen rights within the European Union today, and as may be the case under a new
European Union Constitution.
Today a European Union citizen has two sets of rights – one defined in the
constitution of the nation state of which she is a citizen, a second defined in the Convention
for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.  Adoption of Article 5 of the
proposed first 16 articles of the Constitutional Treaty would make the Charter of22
Fundamental Rights of the European Union part of the EU Constitution and give an EU
citizen essentially three sets of constitutional rights.  In this section we shall discuss the status
and content of a citizen’s rights at the European level.  To save space we shall refer to the
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms as simply the
Convention, and the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union as the Charter. 
A. Citizen Rights under the Convention
The Convention was first ratified by the members of the Council of Europe in 1950,
and has been amended several times since.  It contains 59 articles and is some 15 pages long,
although only the first 18 articles (five plus pages) contain definitions of rights and freedoms,
the remaining articles describe the European Court of Human Rights, which arbitrates the
Convention, the procedures under which it operates, etc.
The rights defined under the Convention are in two senses subsidiary to those defined
in the national constitutions.  A citizen can seek satisfaction under the rights defined in the
Convention only “after all domestic remedies have been exhausted” (Article 35).  Thus, a
citizen’s rights are in the first instance those as defined in the constitution of the nation state
which has granted him citizenship.
The second sense in which the Convention’s rights are subsidiary to those of the
nation states is that many of the rights defined by the Convention are conditional on their not
being in conflict with a national law.  For example, Article 2 states that, “No one shall be
deprived of his life intentionally save in the execution of a sentence of a court following his
conviction of a crime for which this penalty is provided by law” (emphasis added).  Article 4
prohibiting slavery and forced labor explicitly exempts involuntary military service.  Article
10 protects freedom of expression “subject to such formalities, conditions, restrictions or23
penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society,” and so on. 
Several of the articles of the Convention explicitly state that the protected freedom is
conditional on it not having been curtailed by legislation at the national level, and thus these
rights are relative in that sense.
When no such conditions are present in the defined right or they are not fulfilled, the
rights defined at the national level are subsidiary to those defined in the Convention.  Its final
judgments are binding on the countries, which have accepted the convention.  All current EU
members have accepted the Convention.
B. Citizen Rights under the Charter
  The Charter contains 54 articles devoted to defining rights and freedoms and runs to
some 15 pages.  An additional 83 pages of “notes” serves to explicate the meaning of the
broad language contained in the Charter.  Like many modern constitutions it is overly long
and contains many articles in which the nature of the protection offered is ambiguous. 
Article 35, for example, ensures “a high level of human health protection,” while Articles 37
and 38 ensure high levels of environmental and consumer protection.  Article 33 offers the
family “social protection.”  
Some of the articles are redundant or contradictory.  Article 21, for example, states
that, “Any discrimination based on any ground such as sex ... 16 additional criteria ... shall be
prohibited.”  The first sentence of Article 23 goes on to ensure “equality between men and
women.”  Such equality would, one would think, already have been ensured by the
prohibition against discrimination on the grounds of sex contained in Article 21.  Remarkably
and contradictorily, the second sentence in Article 23 explicitly allows for discrimination on
the grounds of sex , when it leads to “specific advantages in favour of the under-represented24
sex.”
Some articles merely offer commentary or advice.  The second provision under
Article 12, for example, informs us that “Political parties at Union level contribute to
expressing the political will of the citizens of the Union.”  A profound observation without
doubt, but in what sense does it define a “fundamental right”?
Enough has been said to suggest to the reader that many of the articles of the Charter
would not find support among large numbers of European citizens as currently drafted. 
Should the Charter’s definitions of rights become binding on all citizens and countries,
conflicts with local preferences and laws would seem inevitable.  Unlike in the Convention
many articles in the Charter do not explicitly defer to national laws and policies.  Article 2
explicitly forbids capital punishment and thus would, presumably, preclude any country’s
introducing capital punishment for any type of crime, however serious.  Article 5 prohibits
slavery and forced labor and would, under a liberal interpretation, make conscription for
military and civil service unconstitutional.  Articles 11 and 12 ensuring freedoms of
expression and association would, under a liberal interpretation, make Germany’s and
Austria’s laws regarding the Nazi Party unconstitutional.  Article 29 guaranteeing workers a
right to strike would seem to preclude any country’s passing a law against strikes by
members of the police force.  It is difficult to see how the long and broad set of rights defined
in the Charter would not result in numerous conflicts with member countries over existing
and future laws.
C. Relationship between the Convention and the Charter
The Charter was drafted by a special committee set up by the European Union and
was signed by representatives on the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission25
in December of 2000.  Article 2 of the draft of a new European Constitution, which appeared
in the fall of 2002, leaves open the question of whether the Charter would merely be
mentioned in the Constitution or would be included in full as a “bill of rights.”  Nevertheless,
Article 2 proclaims “respect” for human rights as defined in both the Convention and the
Charter. As we have seen, however, the nature of the rights defined in the two documents is
often quite different.  While the Convention would allow a country to introduce capital
punishment, the Charter would forbid it.  Which interpretation should be binding?  The
sweeping and often ambiguous language of the Charter would open the door for considerable
constitutional disagreement over the status of both existing and future national laws.  The
adoption of the Charter as a binding part of a European Union Constitution would lay open
the danger of continual legal strife between member countries and the Union, and of the
eventual dismemberment of the Union.
VI. Conclusions
The optimal criteria for defining citizenship and delineating citizens’ rights in the EU
rest crucially on the distribution of preferences within the EU.  If the distribution of
preferences justifies a confederate structure of the EU, as exists now, then rights should be
delineated in the constitutions of the member countries, and no EU level rights should exist. 
Member countries should be free to impose strict conditions for obtaining citizenship even on
citizens from other EU countries.  Citizen rights defined at the EU level, on the other hand,
can be defended, if one assumes (1) that individual preferences are dispersed across the EU,
and thus every country contains people with similar preferences to the other countries, (2)
that individuals within the EU are highly mobile, or (3) that they tend to identify first of all
with other Europeans rather than people from their own countries, when making ethical26
choices.  
Up to the present, mobility across borders within the EU has been surprisingly low,
and few people in the EU seem to think of themselves as Europeans first and Swedes or
Greeks second.  These facts would seem to favor leaving definitions of citizenship and rights
to the individual countries.  As we have seen, the Charter defines numerous broad rights
which, if they were liberally interpreted, would run afoul of current or potentially future
actions by national parliaments.  The continual assassinations by terrorists in Spain have led
some people in that country to propose introducing the death penalty for terrorist murders.  If
Spain were to do so, and the Charter were part of a European Constitution, Spain would be in
violation of the Constitution.  Would the other EU countries expel Spain from the EU for
such a violation?  Would the EU be improved by such an expulsion?
The preamble to the Charter begins with the words “The peoples of Europe ....” In its
second sentence, however, it goes on to proclaim the existence of universal values, which it
intends to define in the Charter.  The use of the word peoples suggests that Europe is made
up of a heterogeneous mixture of different groups of people.  Thus, the first two sentences of
the Charter illustrate the tension between the heterogeneous nature of Europe, and the desire
to impose homogeneous definitions of rights and citizenship.
The U.S. Constitution begins with the words “We the people of the United States...” 
Although it would have been common at the time of the Philadelphia Convention for people
to think of themselves first of all as Virginians or Pennsylvanians and second of all as
Americans, the drafters of the US Constitution recognized a degree of homogeneity among
the colonists – forged by their common effort against England in the Revolutionary War –
that made it possible for them to think they were drafting a constitution for a people, rather
than for a set of peoples.  That the drafters of the Charter apparently perceived that they were27
drafting a document for a diverse collection of peoples should be cause for concern about the
nature of the document.
A noticeable difference between the United States and Europe is that American
politicians think of themselves as, and act to a greater degree as, servants of the citizens.  If
the citizens are concerned about crime, then the politicians pass tougher laws, and build more
jails and gas chambers, regardless of “expert opinion” questioning the efficacy of such
actions.  In Europe, however, political leaders seem more often to believe that citizens ought
to think and behave as the experts and politicians think that they should.
Recent election results in the Netherlands, France and other EU countries have
revealed that the leaders of the major parties are greatly out of touch with the thinking of
many voters regarding issues like immigration and crime.  Large numbers of voters in these
countries seem to have opinions on issues such as these that run against what has been
defined by the elites of Europe as “politically correct.”  A similar danger looms with respect
to a new constitution for the European Union.
The occasion of writing a new constitution might have seemed like the perfect
opportunity to involve the citizens of Europe in “the European Union project” – an
opportunity to correct “the democratic deficit” in the Union.  The obvious way to accomplish
this would have been to involve citizens in the process of convening the convention by, say,
having them elect delegates to the convention.  Instead, the delegation to the convention is a
mixture of members of the political elite which already governs the EU (e.g., members of the
Commission and the EU Parliament), and delegates chosen from the parliaments and
governments of the member countries, delegates chosen in the same way that the members of
the assembly that drafted the Charter were chosen – by the political elites of each country. 
Consequently, there was no direct participation by European citizens in the selection of the28
delegates, and most EU citizens undoubtedly have no knowledge of the identity of their
representatives. 
This method of selecting delegations is not unlike that used to select delegations from
the colonies to the constitutional convention in Philadelphia in 1787.  Perhaps the final
document produced by the European Convention will be just as good or even better than the
US Constitution.  The task of the delegates in Philadelphia was made considerably easier by
the absence of anti-federalists at the convention (Riker, 1987).  Those who did attend were
thus left free to replace a loose confederation of colonies with what would eventually become
a tight federation of states.  A disproportionately large fraction of the delegates at the
convention in Belgium appear to be favorably disposed to a more centralized and federalist
Union, and the first draft of the European constitution would move Europe a major step in
this direction.
The adoption of the US Constitution led to a rapid “meltdown” of state sovereignty,
as is illustrated by the following statement by a member of the First Congress.  “Among the
first sentiments expressed in the first Congress was that Virginia is no more.  That
Massachusetts is no [more], that Pennsylvania is no more, etc.  We are now a nation of
brethren” (quoted by Berns, 1988, p. 140).  Enthusiasts for European integration also perhaps
envisage a meltdown of state sovereignties should a constitution be adopted that creates a
strong federalist structure.  Even if such a constitution were adopted, however, it would be
difficult to imagine the representatives at the first parliamentary session under the new
constitution proclaiming, “Italy is no more.  France is no more.”  The cultural differences
across Europe today seem far greater than one imagines them having been in the American
colonies at the end of the 18
th century.  To neglect these differences when writing a new
constitution for Europe is to court considerable conflict and an eventual unraveling of the29
1. The discussion in this section draws on Mueller (2002a).
2. Let UB and UG be the utilities that a Blue and Green experience if their preferred form of public good is
provided, and VB and VG be the utilities that each experiences if the other group’s preferred form is
provided.  Then sole citizenship for Blues is optimal from behind the veil of ignorance if
pUB + (1 - p)UG > pVB + (1 - p)VG 
where p is the probability of being a Blue.  If p > 1 - p, then this condition is satisfied when 
UB - VB = VG - UG.
3. Thus, the only way whites could dictate outcomes in South Africa was by denying blacks voting rights. 
Blacks, on the other hand, can dictate outcomes even when whites are allowed to vote under the simple
majority rule.
4. Of course, one can have a liberal policy toward immigration and a stringent policy with respect to
granting citizenship, as several EU countries have had, but I assume here that immigration will be greater,
the more attractive it is, and granting citizenship under reasonable conditions is one way to increase the
attractiveness of coming into the EU.
5. For further discussion of the costs and issues arising from citizen mobility, see Mueller (2003, Ch. 9).
6. It could be, of course, that individual preferences were homogeneous both within and across the member
countries.  No disagreements on EU policies would then arise, and all decisions could be made using the
unanimity rule.  There is considerable evidence against this being the case.
7. Draft of Articles 1 to 16 of the Constitutional Treaty, Brussels, February 6, 2003.
8. The classic reference here is, of course, Tiebout (1956).  See also, Inman and Rubinfeld (1997) and
Mueller (2003, Ch. 9).
9. For further discussion, see Mueller (1997, 2002b).
10. Specifically, I assume  pN (m) > 0,  pO (m) < 0,  and  ( m = 1) : (p(m) = 1).  
11. The discussion to this point reproduces in a slightly different way the classic treatment of the choice of a
voting rule by Buchanan and Tullock (1962, pp. 63-91).  See also, Mueller (2001).
12. For further discussion of these issues, see either Mueller (1991) or Mueller (1996, Ch.14). 
13. Note that having given sets of preferences dispersed across Europe does not suffice to justify EU-wide
rights.  A person with a particular set of preferences in a community in which he is in the majority has no
reason to wish to define a right with respect to this set of preferences.  Such a right becomes in his self-
interest only if he might leave the community.
14. The issue of how wide an individual’s frame of reference will be I first discussed in Mueller (1974).
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